AssistanZ started with a simple idea of providing remote server infrastructure management services and software development services for small and medium organizations. AssistanZ values a healthy working environment by promoting fun and having an employee friendly working environment.

While offering white labeled remote infrastructure support services to various organizations, AssistanZ embraced virtualization as early as 2006 and has gathered extensive expertise by providing services to various vendors in virtualization technologies. Additionally, AssistanZ decided to move into software development services and product development options for small scale to enterprise grade applications.

FOG PANEL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT EXPERTISE

Moving to cutting edge technologies, AssistanZ started research in the field of cloud computing and started with VM0ps/cloud.com which later became CloudStack. This early adoption led AssistanZ to develop products in cloud computing and resulted in creating FogPanel to provide a unified solution for common billing and chargeback across clouds.

CLOUD CONSULTANCY SERVICES

This product research and design expertise has given AssistanZ a great advantage in working with various cloud providers like Apache CloudStack, OpenStack, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and the Citrix cloud platform. The complexities faced during the technical implementation and the challenges overcome in operation and transfers from one cloud to another cloud has made us one of the niche service providers in the industry that could orchestrate, migrate, and offer in-depth technical support to various clouds.
CLOUD CONSULTANCY SERVICES

GET THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

With the on-premise private cloud solution from Assistanz, you get the best of unanimous data security and the industry’s leading technologies. Assistanz helps you focus on your core business by offering secure private cloud solutions and hybrid cloud solutions as per your growing needs.

BUSINESS CAPABILITIES

Our clients have the unique Assistanz advantage of vast knowledge and hands-on expertise in private cloud, hybrid cloud, and public cloud technologies of

- OpenStack
- Apache CloudStack
- Amazon WebStack
- Microsoft Azure
- Citrix and other platforms

All the above is available under one roof and can be readily taken advantage of. We also undertake services right from network planning, optimization, cloud orchestration management and maintenance of the cloud platforms for our clients based on their business needs.
OPENSTACK CONSULTANCY

- IaaS Cloud Design & Build Using OpenStack
- Cloud Network & Object Storage Management
- 24x7 Hypervisor Management
- Zenoss/HP Openview Enterprise Integration
- Virtual to Cloud Migration Services
- Security Updates & Patching
- Cloud Network & Storage Management
- ServiceNow Integration
IaaS Cloud Design & Build Using ACS

Integration With CSForge

24x7 Premium Support Services for ACS

Citrix CPBM Plugin Development

Customized Billing Portal Development for ACS

24x7 Hypervisor Management

Zenoss/HP Openview Enterprise Integration

Virtual to Cloud Migration Services.

Security Updates & Patching

Cloud Network & Storage Management
Recently, Assistanz has sold the IP of FogPanel to UST Global California, USA.

FogPanel, which is built on top of Apache CloudStack, offers you a wide range of features, be it computing, storage, network, or any other advanced services. As a complete self service portal, it helps the customers to manage their infrastructure themselves. More details on its features are available at the website www.fogpanel.com. News articles regarding the acquisition of FogPanel can be viewed in the following URL.

http://reut.rs/1G5fo6M

Let Assistanz Networks manage your IT needs, so you can focus on your Core Business!

DESKTOP AND SERVER MANAGEMENT

A slow computer system performance and server downtime eventually results in huge maintenance costs, loss of critical e-mails, and transactions. Desktop and server performance issues have a sharp impact on the client satisfaction; we ensure that they run at optimum levels that are pivotal to business. Assistanz provides fully managed server and desktop support to its customers throughout the day and round the year, all at an affordable cost.

We monitor and manage the desktop and server performance for disk space, patching, security audits, software and applications installations, troubleshooting and much more.

VIRTUALIZATION SUPPORT SERVICES

We offer virtualization support services based on technologies like

- SolusVM
- Hyper - V
- Citrix Xenserver
- KVM
- Xen cloud platform
- OpenVZ

Our services include design of the virtual infrastructure, hypervisor capacity planning, installation of Virtual Machines and hypervisors, SSL certificates, management of hypervisors, configuration of backups & recovery, and remote infrastructure management services.

WEB HOSTING SUPPORT SERVICES

The unique proposition of Assistanz in the field of web hosting support includes

10+ years of experience and exposure in IT services for webhosting, ISP and data center industry.

- Team of more than 50 engineers with expertise in various domains, working 24x7
- Hands on experience on leading webhosting control panel solutions such as cPanel/WHM, Plesk, Directadmin, Ensim, Websitepanel etc.
- Hands on experience on leading billing platforms such as WHMCS, Parallels Plesk Billing, Ubermsith etc.,
- Indepth knowledge and experience of Workflow policies and SLA on the leading helpdesk systems such as Kayako, Vision Helpdesk, Ubersmith, RT Ticket System, Cerberus etc.,
- Expertise on cloud platforms such as CloudStack, XenServer, XCP, KVM, Microsoft Hyper-V etc.,
- Expertise on Virtualization Technologies like SolusVM, OpenVZ, & Parallels Virtuzzo

CLOUD CONSULTANCY SERVICES
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Our software development services starts with consulting enterprises to understand their specific business requirements of the users and their working processes. Based on this we collaborate with clients to define the requirements and the end product deliverables which simplifies and optimizes the existing processes.

Our technical services include design of the application architecture, DevOps tasks, User Interface design, User Experience design, software development in platforms like Java, .Net, and Quality Assurance and application maintenance services. We follow Agile based software development and delivery practices.

MOBILE APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

Assistanz has a specialized team in the development of enterprise grade mobile application in various platforms like Apple, Android and Windows based platforms.

WHY ASSISTANZ?

Assistanz is specialized in providing end-to-end cloud solutions to its customers, be it migration, provisioning, governance, orchestration, monitoring and managing the customer’s or the organization's internal cloud infrastructure. Assistanz has also been providing 24x7 Infrastructure management solutions [IMS] for the past 10 years. In other words, Assistanz is a one stop solution for IT Services and Software Development.

CLOUD CONSULTANCY SERVICES

- Infrastructure Management Systems
- Cloud Consultancy
- Web Hosting Support
- Software Development
- Mobile Apps Development
Cloud Infrastructure Management
- CloudStack Consultancy
- IAAS Design & Build
- Cloud Migration Services
- Hypervisor Support

Remote Infrastructure Management
- IMS Consultancy Services
- Infrastructure Management Services
- Remote Monitoring Support
- Desktop and Server Management
- 24x7 Security Management
- Disaster Recovery Management

Webhosting Support Plans
- Shared Hosting Support
- Dedicated Support
- Build Your Plan

FEW OF OUR ESTEEMED CUSTOMERS
- [Kumo](#)
- [TEAMSUN](#)
- [eHosting DataPort](#)
- [UST Global](#)
- [الحسام](#)
- [PiXiO](#)
- [RAYHAR](#)
- [Give Back 360](#)
- [Autotajer](#)
- [Buy cPanel](#)
- [Zenex 5ive](#)
**A BRIEF HISTORY**

2005

- Started webhosting support with just 10 member team handling 24x7 support for cPanel servers.

2006

- Introduced HelioCluster Control panel support services based on Microsoft technologies.

2007

- Started offering 24x7 support services to Plesk and DirectAdmin control panels with a 20+ member team.

2008

- Entered into a premium partnership with Hivelocity.net to resell fully managed servers.

2009

- Introduced support services for Xen and KVM based hypervisors.

2010

- Engaged into a premium partnership with VMware and Redhat.

2011

- Started a 24x7 support team offering services based on Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisors.

- Introduced the 24x7 support services for SolusVM control panel and Plesk virtuozzo technologies.

- Provided software development and consultancy services to a major printing company with the production management software (ERP).
CLOUD CONSULTANCY SERVICES

1136, Jayseeli Plaza,
Dr. Radhakrishnan Road, Gandhipuram,
Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu,
India - 641012.

+1 888 500 1070
sales@assistanz.com